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ABSTRACT 
The largest magnitude winds observed using the instruments on board the Dynarmcs Explorer 2 (DE-2) satellite were 
measured during the large geomagnetic storm that occurred on the 24 th of November 1982. Neutral temperatures 
exceeded 2000 K during this storm, and these high temperatures, combined with the very large observed winds and 
the very full instrumental coverage available in both henuspheres, make it a unique event to study. In this paper we 
present results obtained using these DE-2 data and a time dependent simulation of the event made using the National 
Center for Atmospheric Research Thermosphere/Ionosphere General Cn'eulataon Model (NCAR-TIGCM). In general, 
the agreement between model calculauons and the data is very good, implying that most of the important physical 
processes controlling the energetics and dynarmcs of the thermosphere are reasonably well represented m the model. 
The modelled summer hermsphere changes in the mass mxxmg ratio of N 2 (xPN2) are in very good agreement with the 
DE-2 data, and the overall global pattern of tIaN2 in the model rs also m good agreement w~th the averaged data m both 
hemispheres. Tins agreement "allows us to study the physical processes occumng m the model with confidence that 
they are the same as those oecumng in the "real" thermosphere. Thrs sho~ paper describes model-experiment 
comparisons for the November 24, 1982 geomagnetic storm, but does not include the processes repons~ble for these 
changes. A full descnpuon of :kern ".3 available m the set of papers/1, 2, 3, 4/. 
INTRODUCTION 
The study of the changes m neutral composmon that result from geomagnetic storms has conunued for a relatively 
long time. For example, Duncan/5/attributed the observed high-latitude decrease m electron densities dunng 
geomagneuc storms to changes in neutral composmon. Satellite measurements have enabled us to gain a greater 
understanding of the morphology of these changes, particularly m the region above 250 km In partzcular, Prtlss/6/ 
has presented a local time-lautude map of the observed neutral composition changes during geomagnetic storms. A 
number of theoretical studies have been made to attempt to explain these changes winch have met with considerable 
success (e.g./7, 8, 9, 10/). However, these studies have attempted to solve the problems associated with composition 
changes during geomagnetic storms in a one or two dimensional sense, whereas the problem is essentially a three- 
dimensional one. 
The two major TGCMs (Thermospheric General Ctrculauon Models) presently m existence, the Umversity College 
London (UCL) TGCM/11 and 12/and the NCAR-TIGCM /13, 14 and 15/, have the potential to solve some of the 
problems associated wRh geomagnetic storms, provided that they can predict thermospheric composition changes 
accurately. Until recently a was believed that they were not producing the required composition changes (e. g./16, 
17/), but new work has indicated that not only axe reasonable predictions being made/4, 18/, but also that the two 
models are in qmte good agreement/18/. It is clear that these models have now reached the stage where detailed 
comparisons should be made wath data, so that a better understanding of the processes involved in producing storm 
tune composmon changes can be attained. 
In this paper we discuss a study of the very large geomagnetic storm that occurred on the 24th of November 1982. 
Excellent data quahty was avadable from all the instruments on board the Dynamics Explorer 2 spacecraft during this 
storm, including measurements of neutral composition, wind and temperatures, ion winds and 1on temperatures, and 
e!ectron densities and temperatures. Neutral composition variations cannot be considered m lsolanon from the other 
sta:e variables of the thermosphere, and a greater understanchng of neutral composilaon changes is best gamed by 
using as many different types of data as possible, combined with the most appropnate model. Such coverage is 
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prowded by the DE-2 data and by the NCAR-TIGCM for this time period The geomagnetic storm studied is 
described m more detad m the next secnaon, which also includes a general comparison of model results with DE-2 
data, and a specific comparison between these data and the model for one orbxt The results of this work are 
surnmanzed m the last section. 
DATA-MODEL COMPARISONS 
A very large geomagneuc storm occurred at about 1100 hours umversal name (UT) on day 328 of 1982 (see Figure la 
for the record of the Kp index during this period) The large event was preceded by 2 smaller storms m the prevmus 
two days, before which geomagnenac acnavlty had been predonunantly moderate for a few days. The relanavely short 
period (10 - 11 hours) between the large event and the preceding smaller event means that long-hved thermospheric 
composluonal perturbations reduced by the earlier geomagnetic activ]ty may have affected the data assooated with the 
later event. In thts later event, which is the storm d~scussed here, Kp reached values of 7 +, and very strong 
geomagnetac actwity (K v greater than 7") continued for the 15 hours after 1200 UT (the storm onset occurred at 
around 1100 UT). Data v:,ere also available about the interplanetary magnenac fe ld  (IMF) for this period. Bulk IMF 
speeds of over 800 km/s were observed during this storm and the magnitude of the IMF exceeded 30 nT at names The 
large values of these IMF parameters were associated with large potennaal drops across the polar cap, which m turn 
forced ion winds of more than 2000 m/s and neutral winds in excess of 1200 m/s. These strong winds also led to 
large temperature increases as a result of fncnaonal heauung (neutral temperatures exceeded 2000 K at names), and 
consequently large changes m neutral composmon at bagh and rmddle lanatudes 
The NCAR-TGCM is a three-d;mensional, tame-dependent model of the Earth's neutral upper atmosphere that is run 
on the CRAY-XMP and YMP computers at NCAR. The model uses a finite-differencing techmque to obtain name- 
dependent solunaons for the coupled, non-linear equanaons of hydrodynarmcs, thermodynamics and connanulty of the 
neutral gas/13, 14/and for the coupling between the dynarmcs and the composmon/14/. The new TIGCM with a 
coupled ionosphere and a self-consistent aemnomlc scheme has been developed recently by/15/. The slmulanaon used 
in this study was a name-dependent study, appropriate for the geophysical condmons that existed on November 24, 
1982, whlch was made by specifying the cross-cap potential and hemispheric power using algorithms developed by 
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Fig. 1. a) Kp values for the period prior to and including the storm on the 24 th of November b) A 
comparison of ~FN2 changes for DE-2 storm name data compared with the qmet name MSIS case and 
for the equwalent orbk through the NCAR-TIGCM mmulatlon m storm and qmet names. The data and 
the model simulanaons are for DE-2 orbit 7219, wluch occurred at about 1900 hours on the 24 th of 
November. The magnenac pole project;on is located about 10 degrees from the geographical pole on 
the dawn side. 
A comparison has been made between the ~XJN2 changes from storm to qmet names predicted by the NCAR-TIGCM 
and those observed by the DE-2 satellite (the satelhte data are compared with qmet tame MSIS - 86/19/values) during 
orbit 7219, at about 1900 hours on the 24 th of November (Figure lb). Thxs figure is for the summer (southern) 
hermsphere and the alutude of the satelhte ~s between about 270 km and about 530 km (the latter occurs at low 
lanatudes on the morning side of the auroral oval). An equivalent satellite trajectory has been run through the gadded 
model output fields, allowing a point by point comparison to be made wath the DE-2 data. The agreement between the 
model and the data is excellent at this time, vath the peak m tI~N2 perturbauuons occurnng m the regaon between about 
70 degrees geographic lanatude on the evening rode of the auroral and 50 degrees on the morning side. The magnetac 
pole projection is dasplaced some 10 degrees to the mormng side of the geographic pole at this umversal name and this 
will influence the distnbuuon of changes m XlJN2. Agreement is not perfect at these h~gh lamude regaons, primarily 
because of the difficulnaes of parametenzmg the ion convecnaon pattern and the auroral precipitation. The NCAR- 
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TIGCM also predicts a regaon of shght enhancements in ~FN2 in the nnddle latitudes in the evening hours. These 
enhancements represent remnants from the previous storm but they can not be seen in the DE-2 data. Two 
explanations are apparent for this discrepancy: fwsfly, the auroral inputs used for the previous storm may have been 
too large and the composition changes may have been over predicted, or, secondly, the composmonal recovery rate in 
the TIGCM may be too slow, leaving a larger "fossil" remnant ~FN2 remnant than that which really occurs. We are 
currently studying this problem as part of a larger effort to understand post-storm composmonal and thermal recovery 
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Fig. 3. Differences between the averages of DE-2 ~FN2 when Kp > 4 + and when Kp < 4 o dunng the 
northern hemisphere winters of 1981/82 and 1982/83. The projedtions are in geomagneuc coordinates 
and extend from 40 degrees to the pole. The angular ares is m magnetic local time, and the allatude is 300 
kin. The left hand polar diagram represents the southern hermsphere changes at this time and the right 
hand polar diagram represents the winter hermspbere changes. 
A more complete understanding of the storm time compositional response to geomagnetac forcing can be ginned by 
comparing the averaged DE-2 composmonal structure at times of high geomagneuc activity with the modelled 
compositional structure at similar times. Figure 3 shows the DE-2 measured differences between the averaged tPN2 at 
high geomagnetac actavlty (Kp > 4 +) and the averaged ~FN2 at low geomagnenc activity (K v < 4 o) for both the summer 
and winter hemispheres at so-lar maximum, One major feature that is seen m both hemis -pheres xs that there is little 
enhancement in tIJN2 on the dayslde and evening side of the auroral oval. In fact, there xs a decrease m U/N2 on the 
evemng side of the auroral oval /4/m the northern (v, qnter) bermspher¢ at middle latitudes. Also, the area of storm- 
tmae enhanced ~FN, 2 perturbalaon is very much offset towards the morning side of the auroral oval. Of parncular note is 
the very distanctive pattern of enhancement m the summer hemisphere, whereby one tongue of strong enhancement 
extends towards lower lamudes at magnetic local midnight and another towards lower latatudes at a magnetac local t~me 
of about 300 hours. These averaged patterns should be treated with a httle caution, however, as they are an 
amalgamation of data from a number of storms wnh very different intensities. They tend to be more representauve of 
smaller storms rather than larger ones, as these occur more frequently. Another feature of interest is that storm-related 
UJN2 enhancements extend to lower latatudes in the summer hemisphere than in the winter henusphere (also see/21/), 
and that UZN2 does not show larger changes in the winter hemisphere than in the summer hermsphere, unhke the N2]O 
ratio/20/. 
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Fig. 4. Differences between tlJN2 for the NCAR-TIGCM simulation at 1900 hours UT on the 24 th of 
November 1982 and the equivalent simulation at times of moderate geornagneuc activity. The results are 
in geographic coordinates for the Z=2 pressure surface (~ 350 kin). 
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Figure 4 shows the NCAR-TIGCM predlcuons of changes m WN2 for the very large storm that was described earher. 
The modelled enhancements m tIJN2 are larger than those seen in the data considered m the previous paragraph, 
primarily because of the large magmtude of th~s storm. The overall pattern of WN2 changes ~s very sLrmlar to that of 
the data. for example, the southern (summer) hemisphere has the two tongues of enhancement at local midnight and 
300 hours local solar ume, with an area of smaller enhancement m between. It is harder to make comparisons in 
winter because the data are more sparse, but the overall pattern seems very s~m~lar, with the largest enhancements 
being seen m the early mormng hours near the auroral oval. It is unclear from this diagram whether the model is 
pre&ctmg a larger area of enhancement m the summer henusphere than m the winter hemisphere as is seen m the data, 
but this feature does become apparent when global plots of rmxang ratio change are considered. Even within the area 
of enhancement there are striking differences between the two hermspheres, with the large enhancements tending to be 
restricted to the area near the auroral oval m the winter hermsphere, but extending far equatorward m the summer 
hermsphere on the early morning side of the auroral oval The days~de enhancements equatorward of the auroral oval 
m the winter hemisphere represent remnants of the previous storm, rather than effects due to th~s period of enhanced 
acuvlty. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have conducted an ravestlgatlon into the composmonal changes assocmted with the very large geomagnene storm 
that occurred on the 24 th of November 1982 using DE-2 data and a simulation of the event that was made using the 
NCAR-TIGCM The large changes in the thermosphere and ionosphere that occurred during this storm make it a very 
mteresung event to study. A point by point comparison was made by running a simulated satellite trajectory through 
the model, and the agreement between the model and the data was found to be excellent at times. A morphological 
comparison has also been made between this model s~mulataon and the averaged DE-2 values of the changes that occur 
dunng geomagneuc storms The major features seen m the data are also reproduced by the model: the &fferences 
between the summer and winter patterns are well represented, including the smaller size of the area of enhancement m 
the winter hetmsphere, the curious twin tongues of enhancement extending from the auroral oval towards local 
midnight and 300 hours local time in the summer hemisphere appeann both; the general tendency for the 
enhancements to occur m the early morning hours is seen and the lack of enhancements and possible reducuons of 
WN2 on the days~de and evening side of the auroral oval appear m both the model and the data. These results gave us 
confidence that we can mvesngate the physical processes responsible for composltaon changes dunng a geomagnetic 
storm using the NCAR-TIGCM and the dlagnosuc processor dascussed in/1, 2, 3 and 4/, with reasonable confidence 
that these processes are reasonably representative of those that are occumng m the real thermosphere. The other major 
conclusmn that can be drawn from this study ~s that more physical insight can be gamed when data are used m 
conjunction with modelhng efforts than is available when either is used separately. 
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